15./16. JULY 2021

WHAT? 
We invite you to participate in an international online youth congress. Expand your network, get creative, leave your impact! We will use custom gather.town maps to meet you all.

WHY? 
Climate change and social justice concern all of us. Exchange experiences across borders. Our instructors are climate activists and scientists.

WHO? 
Activists, young people, educators, scientists. Recommended for 14 years and above, primarily however, you should be comfortable communicating in English.

EVENTS:

Climate Interactive. A strategic roleplaying simulation game for up to 50 people. Measure the impact of your proposals.

A Critical View on Sustainable Development Goals. An in depth workshop that examines conflicting SDGs with the example of smartphone life cycles. Up to 20 participants.

How to Improve the Global Governance against (Micro)Plastic Pollution? A presentation and discussion of international policies to fight plastic. Up to 30 participants.

Lit4School: Reading about and Discussing Current Affairs in the Classroom. A digital book stand and database for ecocritical and socially engaged media (literature, comics, film). For up to 30 participants. Come and get inspired!

Arctic Expedition - Climate Change at the North Pole Travel and research report. An arctic explorer brings fresh evidence from a climate change hotspot. Up to 50 participants.

Please share:

#BORDERCROSSINGSOLIDARITIES

contact and registration
kinderuni@uni-leipzig.de

The events will take place simultaneously, mostly around 02.00 p.m. CET on both dates and vary in length. There will be ample opportunity to connect.

For more information get in touch and see:

www.uni-leipzig.de/kinderuni

world-festival.squarespace.com

www.wissen-in-leipzig.de

save the date: 16/7/21